2003 f150 radio

Search your problem. Related problems:. Top problems. Dashboard Sound system Radio
Stereo. My stereo in my F worked fine on Friday. On Monday I checked 3 fuzes under the dash
as indicated by the owners manual as having something anything to do with the audio system.
All fuzes were tested and are ok. Still no radio. Any ideas?? Brian K. Comment Same issue here.
Same problem. One day everything working fine the pop goes out won't come back on. My
problem same as others Ford dealer said he ran diag on the system found the radio shot. Price
of to replace Charged Just to check it out. SYNC also doesn't work. I don't know if it is tied to
the stereo in a way that both would quit or not Had exact same problem, checked fuses, fuses
fine. I decided to take the radio out since it was "shot". When I got it out youtube I tried to find
something obvious. No luck. I put it back in and it worked!! Still cuts off now and then but I can
get it going again in 7 minutes or so,, not going to replace it. The radio is 2 piece. The box has a
problem. Not the knobs. It has to have the same numbers. I'm going to get the guys at the local
tech school to look at it. Sometimes it will run for a week,, Sometimes less One day the volume
wouldn't work then it started working the next day. The day after that the power button won't
shut the radio off. It's been 2 months like that and still don't work. I have to turn it all the way
down to turn it "off" now. Radio Fuses. Took the truck in for a vehicle inspection, shop clear a
couple codes and now the clock just blinks and the radio won't work. Took it back and the shop
check everything over, fuses did a diagnostic on it and he can't find the problem. I am final, I am
sorry, it at all does not approach me. Thanks for the help. Anti-theft Immobilizer Radio. I want to
change the radio in my 98 Ford f but I don't know if it will trip the anti theft device to be honest I
don't know if it has one it has a normal solid metal key and I've never seen a anti theft device
light on pls tell me how to find out or what I can do to figure out if I can do this please. If you
have an anti theft system, there should be an anti theft light that blinks when you start the truck
, and the key should have a chip in it. Removed negative cable from battery over night to try and
"reset" systems. No change. I'm bout to rip into my dash. It has gone on for to long. I'm
guessing that it has to do with the blend door one part at a time. Once I know what cuase this I
will share. Radio Stereo. My radio is locked, it doesn't turn on, it only shows "F built ford
tough". Disconnect the battery and then connect it again, then start the truck. That will reset the
radio and it should start working normally again. My radio is doing the same thing, maybe ford
should do something about it. Its obvious its a common problem. Mine is doing the same thing
on my F the clock flashes radio does not work. Radio Noise. Radio Suddenly stalls. Radio won't
work. Suddenly stop working. On and off button don't start the radio. Only clock is flashing. No
volume no button works only load and unload cd. I tried to change the stereo and ufter that. My
power windows stop working and the stereo not working at all I already checked the fuses
under the dash inside the car and outside under the hood all the relays i already changed i
disconnected the terminals of my battery overnight and nothing what else i can do? Check the
ground it should be by the botem of pasenger door in the front under the plastic. Radio sound
system Ford F 5. Sound system Radio Fuses Noise. Radio works,but cannot see station or time,
sometimes radio changes station by itself. CD player will not accept cd, when it does accept cd
it reads Error. Also overhead console does not work any more, no time,temperature or direction
can be seen. I've already checked fuses. I want to let people know that the front end noise on
ford f is fixed. The problem was the check valve now no more problems. Makes me happy.
Headlights Radio. I'd be driving at night and my headlights would flash on and off every now
and then, and I've even replaced the radio and it still acts like there's a short in it and both go
out at the same time. Have you tried replacing the headlight switch? That is probably the culprit.
Good luck! Windows and radio won't work Ford F Lariat 5. Windows Radio Fuses. I had the
same thing with a miles, has the 4. Works now but Ford has too many radio issues, all the units
and screens are made in China. Radio works but no sound in my f the a. Quit working at the
same time. Air conditioning Steering wheel Bluetooth Radio. Radio randomly comes on with no
key in the vehicle. While driving Randomly disconnects bluetooth device Phone. Outside
temperature indication rapidly drops with no actual change in outside temp. And last issue
randomly when adjusting volume with steering wheel switch it will change radio station instead
of adjusting volume. Radio Battery Fuses. Clock blinks radio won't power on only displays temp
after a while unless I press power then clock blinks again not sure what to do removed battery
cable and put it back to reset and checked fuses is there a setting that im missing? Windshield
wiper Sound system Radio Wiring Buzzing. Speakers are buzzing and popping even if the
vehicle is off no keys in the ignition. And the windshield wipers just started going to the Mist
cycle without the InTouch twice yesterday. I know it's a short of some kind but I need like an
easier way without chasing wires. Engine Radio Battery Stalls. I had a new Battery installed and
since the Radio Shuts Down after turning of engine. Radio not working Ford F 5. Radio Battery
Noise. I recently changed the battery on my Ford F the radio was working fine before I changed
it but now the radio has no audio it has power but here's the funny part so no sound when the

trucks on but when I turn it off I get audio it gets really boring driving with no music so I usually
have my Pandora on my cell I need to know what to do cause I've already disconnected the
battery and tried the other key and nada but I also wonder if they didn't program the key right
Whether the radio is on or off anytime an electrical accessory is used, such as the wiper motor,
turn signal, brake depressed or anything that is electrically operated a sound comes through
the stereo speakers. Bluetooth Radio Stereo Wiring Stalls. Need identification of wire colors for
install of aftermarket stereo. In Park or Neutral radio signal goes dead. Still has power. Shift to
Drive radio signal is restored. No background noise when it is out -- it is just dead. Battery drain
issues! Battery draining battery would drain down Neil driving. And after parking for the night.
Would have. Boost off. Would make Clicking. Sounds in the. Area light would go dim when
driving. Would pull a full Charged battery. Down quickly. Horn has not worked several. ABS
light stays on all the time still stays on all! Replacing alternator. And battery cranks up but dont
take no time for lights to dim. Down to. Where you cant see at all it. Drains battery all the way
down Alt! Test on the alternator while truck was running. Best answer according to Ruby.
Please help. With this. Has been. A headache getting stranded too much have been checking.
Wires, and fuses, still got more to check can you have a certain type of computer. To finde out.
The direct. Problem whAT Type if possible???? The speakers with my sync stereo system
sound terrible. They sound fuzzy and vibrating like they are blown but I know they're not
because it does it at different times for different speakers throughout the truck. It also doesn't
matter if it's radio CD Bluetooth it all sounds like crap. I have the same problem. It seems to be
heat related. Early mornings works fine after work sounds like speakers are blown until truck
cools down. I haven't noticed a hot or cold relation to it, but I will definitely check those
patterns. That includes my There apparently have been loads of complaints. The only solution is
to buy better ones that I have found so far. I think I have bad fuses or relays. Windshield wiper
Turn signal Windows Radio Fuses. Windows won't roll down,windshield wipers wont work,no
turn signals, radio won't turn on. I have same problems on same year model have changed an
checked I'll relays n fuses an still want work. Have you had any luck fixing yours? Low beams
Dashboard Radio Buzzing. Lights instruments radio fans go off now no high or low beams come
and go buzzing in dash. Truck still thinks the key is in the ignition Ford F For door 4. Radio
Stereo Won't start Starting. My f thinks that the key is still in the ignition the stereo stays on and
the key is in my hand now the truck will not start I hear a click then the lights flashing and the
sylinoid clicking like crazy. I have a similar problem with my F The only way I can stop the drain
is to pull fuse big red 50amp in the engine panel. Were you able to find the problem and fix it? If
so, would surely like to hear from you. I just posted my situation under "Accessories stay on
without key in". Driving the interstate on Tuesday and vehicle lost all power and shut down. Had
towed to dealership they were able to start it and drive into service bay. Dealership service
department connected to computer and no errors were indicated. When we picked up vehicle,
were able to drive the vehicle approximately 60 miles to home and then drove an additional 60
miles on Thursday. Today, 4 days after vehicle was towed to dealership, we were unable to start
the vehicle. The starter system fail is displayed on dashboard. Lights, radio, power windows,
locks, etc all still work. Battery checks out even attempted to jump, same response. All
indications would point to a bad starter; however, would a bad starter completely shut down the
vehicle? Anyone else experience this situation. The first time the truck would just die on me. A
jump would fix it. Then it happened again autozone said it was a battery. Put a new battery in.
Died again. This time the dashboard went crazy. Autozone said alternator bought a new one.
Unhooked radio truck ran for 3 or4 days I turned the heater on and the dashboard went crazy,
truck died. Held a charge about for about ft and died. We put it on a charger all night long. Will
not start butbmakes a tic ticing noise for about 10sec stops and starts again. Checked the
fuses. Radio Electrical system. Turn signal Hazard warning lights Radio. Also my radio will not
turn on. I just bought this truck secondhand. It used to be a government highways truck. Truck
wont start until i disconnect and reconnect the battery Ford F f 5. Radio Battery Won't start
Starting. Truck wont start until i disconnect the battery then reconnect the battery and when this
happens the radio does not come on but when the lights to the radio are on then i dont have a
problem starting. All lights and radio work and battery is fully charged. Power windows will not
work may be a fuse. Frustrating electrical issues Ford F Xlt 4x4 crew cab 5. Fuel pump Door
Radio Central locking Battery. Electrical fuses frustrating Ford F 4. Door Radio Central locking
Door locks Fuses. Power door locks checked fuse appears good put back in now radio won't
power down when I open the door. Something Crazy going on with the Central Junction Box?
Ford F XLT, 4. Windshield wiper Radio Battery Fuses. I bought this truck about a year ago and
this problem has occured only three times. Every once and a while my trucks battery will be flat
because the lights will be on when the key is out and the truck has been sitting there for a bit. I
also catch the radio going but it's always freaking out like the power is fluxuating in it. The

oddest thing about it is I had a fuse replaced in it and it blew immediatly, took the fuze out to
find that the wipers that go to the fuze worked without the fuze actually in. What do you guys
think? Battery Draw 8 amps Ford F lariat 5. Sound system Radio Battery Noise. Battery goes
dead every thing is working first started hearing static like speaker noise with radio off then few
months later battery is getting 8 amp draw with key off. See 42 Radio problems. Problems with a
F? Share them. I solved my problem or question. Crea tu usuario en el sitio. Do you like
StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the website helpful? Browse
site version for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit comment. Submit
comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit reply Cancel. Choose Your Option. We offer an industry
leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and transmissions carry a
1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims on engine warranties
are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil
pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached upon purchase, coverage
does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or
manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper lubrication. Due to the COVID
pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days
for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48 contiguous U. We do not require a core
charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more local you shop, the more you save off the
shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately business days to process a credit back to
your account and business days for the credit to appear on your account. Note all returns and
cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms : All returns and cancellations may be subject
to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or cancelled by the customer prior to shipping.
No returns without prior authorization from the Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It
is company policy that we receive the original auto part back before sending you a replacement
auto part. The original auto part must be returned using the provided shipping label. The
shipping cost for both the original and the replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the
shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of
the delivery date of the replacement part, the buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the
initial cost of the original auto part minus the initial shipping cost If you have any questions
about the shipping back of the original part, please contact customer service team at Press 2 for
Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units
used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They will need to be
2001 honda accord starter relay location
2013 passat service manual
1991 honda accord main relay
replaced before installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but not limited too
nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and
other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in
ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted, refinished, or
reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the webmaster. Shopping
Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select Part Select Make Select
Model Select Year Filters Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns.
This is an original used OEM Radio that's guaranteed to fit a Ford F with the applicable vehicle
manufacturer's specifications. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order
may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to
arrive. More Details Less Details. Update Your Location.

